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Details of Visit:

Author: Doc Daneeka
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 18 Mar 2023 11:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 230
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

HoD Victoria London location, upper flat, lower room, described many times already.

The Lady:

The pictures on the website give a good indication of how Mixy looks, and even though her face is
blurred out, you should be able to get a sense of her delicate features and great smile. In reality, I
thought Mixy was gorgeous from every angle: beautifully proportioned, lovely firm, flawless skin and
graceful in her movements. Totally fresh and clean as well.

The Story:

Arrived a few minutes early for a shower (HoD - please fix the shower attachment). Mixy appeared
on time, having made a pretty decent effort on the requested clothing. I'm a nervous type, but Mixy
was kind, gentle, and naughty (if i can put it in an old-fashioned way) in equal proportions. She
didn't quite take charge, but steered me along just enough to make sure I had the best time possible
with her. Nothing from her repertoire that I asked for was refused. The only observation I'd make
was that the DFK was more on the light side - nevertheless, very erotic and a tremendous turn-on.
I've reached the age where I am more often than not a one-shot kinda guy, even over an hour and a
half, so it's to Mixy's great credit that she was able to coax three (we joked about it being two and a
half, with the half one nearer the start of our encounter) climaxes out of me: CIM and lastly (as I like
it) by hand. I felt extremely pleasantly wrung-out afterwards.

I think Mixy is a really sexy, beautiful lady; she's great company and evidently good with the more
nervous type of punter, and I'd love to see her again.
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